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days

Unit Title Lessons/ Activities Learning Target(s) Vocabulary, 
terms, concepts NGSS 
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er Day #1: Mystery Science Video:Have You 

Ever Watched a Storm?Begin Fall/Autumn 
Weather Journal (do 8 days) M.S.Worksheet 
#1

K-ESS2-1  
K-SS2-2

By the end of the 
school year the 
children will be 
able to: use 
weather 
vocabulary 
correctly.   
Understand the 
effect of the sun 
on our weather.  
Recognize tools 
that help protect 
them from 
weather.  Know 
how to recognize 
and be safe in 
severe weather.  
Recognize and 
compare the 
seasons in our 
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er Day #2 Youtube: Check Out The Weather 

and What is the Temperature by Harry 
Kinder Music.  Weather/Vocab/Writing 
Words (MS) 
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er Day #3  MS Video #2  What Will the Weather 

Be Like On My Birthday? MS Circle of 
Seasons activity

I can make observations 
to determine the effect of 
sunlight on Earht's 
surfaces. I can use tools 
and materials to build a 
structure tthat will show 
the warming effect of 
sunlight on an area.  I can 
use and share observation 
of local weather 
conditions to describe 
patterns over time.  I can 
ask questions to obtain 
information about the 
purpose of weather 
forecasting to prepare 
for, and respond to, 
severe weather.

thermometer rain 
snow suun partly 
sunny windy  
seasons Winter, 
Spring, Summer, 
Fall observation, 
patterns weather 
,hot cold mild 
sleet freezing 
rain, compare, 
winter clothing, 
tornadoes, 
thunder, 
lightening, hail, 
rainbow, 
umbrella, tent, 
tools



Earth 
Science: 
Weather

Day #3  MS Video #2  What Will the Weather 
Be Like On My Birthday? MS Circle of 
Seasons activity
Day #4 Large Circle of Seasons 
worksheet:Children place their bdays on 
seasons on chart.
Day #5 Youtube Story Book: Seasons of an 
Apple Tree by Gail Gibbons  MS Vocabulary 
Seasons Reading/Writing Cards

Day #6 Question/Discussion of what is 
anobservation? Take a fall walk around 
school. View time laspe Video Seasons MS

Day #7  Weather Journals continue  Begin 
Tree Observation Journal after choosing a 
tree near or in the school yard.

Day #8 Weather Journal  Vocabulary 
Reading/Writing Cards (MS) Book: Leaf 
Man (Imagine It!)  Create a tree with spongue 
paint leaves or real leaves from walk.

Day #9 Weather Journal  Review 
Reading/Writing Voabulary Cards MS

Day #10 Weather Journals  Do they notice 
any patterns in the weather?  Field trip to an 
apple orchrd?



Jan.
8 
Days weather

Day 1-8 Within these days: weather journals 
(compare to fall) Youtube book: The Snowy 
Day by Erza Jack Keats. Youtube video What 
Makes Snow by Free School   Do tree 
observation and compare to Fall  Review 
Circle of Seasons Vocabulary (MS) Youtube 
Thermoeter Song by HarryKindergarten 
Music (Youtve)  Review weather video by MS  
Make a winter scence with a shaving creme 
and glue mixture on dark construction paper

April
8 
Days

Days 1-8 Within these days: Review weather 
videos by MS? Weather Journals and 
compare to the Fall/Winter  Tree 
Observation Journal (compare to fall and 
winter)  Youtube Video: What Makes it 
Storm? by Free School Youtube The 
Thermoeter Song by Harry Kindergarten 
Music  Youtube: Check Out The Weather by 
arry Kindergarten Music  Youtube book: 
Welcome Back Spring or When Will It Be 
Spring by Katheryn Walters. Review Circle 
of Seasons Vocabulary/Reading Cards by MS  
Make a construction paper umbrella and 
write about it as a tool/how does it protect a 
person? 



End of 
May

4 
Days weather

Within 4 days: Do Weather Journals and 
compare to other seasons; look for patterns in 
weather. Youtube: Thermometer by Harry 
Kindergarten Music.  Youtube: Check Out 
the Weather by harry Kindergarten Music  
Do Last page in Tree Observation Journal 
and compare it towhat the tree looked like in 
each season.  Do a summer walk around the 
playground.  Write s story about thier 
favorite summer activity.  make a tent that 
protects a person from sunlight.  Place rocks, 
dirt, water and sand in sunlight for 15 
minutes and compare length of time it takes 
to warm the different textures up.  Ask a 
question:  Could this effect weather?  Why?  
Make a final class chart from the discussion.

Oct-
Jan

   25-
30

Physical 
Science 
Forces 
and 
Interventi
on

**Send home letter asking chldren to bring 
in objects (by a given date) they can push or 
pull 

Day #1 Youtube: Force and Motion by Turtlediary  
Discuss after viewing.  Ask children to observe 
forces they see around school.

I can plan and conduct an 
investigation to compare 
the effects of different 
strengths or different 
directions of pushes and 
pulls on the motion of an 
object.

forces push pull 
machine excavator 
lever ramp fast 
slow object cylinder 
sphere rectangle 
square

K-PS2-1  K-
PS2-2

Know the meaning of 
the vocabulary words 
and use them 
correctly. Understand 
the difference 
between a lever and a 
ramp.  Construct a 

Day #2 Make a chart of forces that children observed 
around school. Discuss  Have them sing YOUtube 
song: A Push or A Pull by Peter Weatherall.

I can analyze data to 
determine if a sesign 
solution works as intended 
to change the speed or 
direction of an object with a 



Day #3  Mystery #1 (MS) What's the biggest 
excavator .  Have children pretend to be a digging 
machine (MS)

Day #4 Video:  Video: MS Largest Hydraulic shovel  
Discussion: Has anyone ever seen one?  What was 
it being used for? Dance along to the Excavator 
Song (MS)  If you can find a tonka excavator bring it 
to school and allow the children to use it.
Day #5 Allow those that brought something to show 
class to do so.  Ask each child: How does it move?  
Can you make it move in a different way?  Ask 
classmates: Do you have a question about what they 
did to make thier object move?  I dentify pushand 
pull objects and sort.  Do some do both?  Make a 
Predictable Chart:  I can make things move straight; 
zigzag; up; down;back; forth; round and round; fast 
and slow.

Day #6 Read Sheep In Jeep  Read it again and 
children stand when they hear something push and 
put their ahnds ontheir heads when they hear 
something that pulls.

Day #7: Play: On A Roll  2 children sit onfloor facing 
each other.  Place a small ball between then and 
direct them not to touch it.  Ask question: Where s 
the ball?  Why isn't it moving;?  What has to happen 
to make it move?  How can we make it move fast?  
Slow?  Have children rol the ball back and forth 
between them.  Listen for force words.
Day #8: MS Read Wiil You Push or Pull? (extension 
activity from ReadWorks.org) Do writing activity (first 
2 pages)
Day #9: Review: Will You Push or Wiill You Pull?

Day #10: Show Billl Nye The Science Guy Youtube 
video: Simple Machines (discuss)
Day #11: Draw a machine doing work MS  Share 
with classmates.



Day #12:  Watch Youtube video: Ramps by SciShow 
Kids.  Put children into groups.  Allow children to 
make ramps from blocks or objects available.  Have 
then use different shaped items to see which can roll 
the fastest/slowest.  Discuss why?
Day #13: Divide children into groups.  Gives children 
2 boxes of crayons and a rule.  They are to figure out 
how to life one box of caryons without lifting it.  Allow 
time for eploration and then share Youtube video: 
Levers by Scishow Kids.  Redo groups and have 
children try same activity again.  Discuss what works 
and why.
Day #14: MS Extension Activity.  Read: Paddle a 
Canoe by ReadWorks.org. Do first 2 writing 
activities.
Day 15: Write and discuss what they learned form 
Paddle a Canoe.  Has anyone every rowed a boat 
with an oar?  Have them pretend to sit on the floor 
and row a boat.

Day 16: Set marble works game on floor and have 
grops take pieces.  Goal is to see who can get a 
marble thru the quickest with the most complicated 
free standing design.  Which one worked best?  
Why?

Day #17: Show MS video from Mystery #2 How can 
you knock down a wall amde of concrete?  Discuss

Day #18: Play MS game; Don't Wreck the House

Day #19 Draw a wrecking ball doing work.  Share 
and discuss.

Day 20-22 Set up varioius familiar items around the 
room.  Blocks, rulers, marble works. Have children 
try to make different machines.



Day #23 Discussed what worked and what did not 
the next day.  have them model push/pull  Take them 
to the gym and play tug of war with jumpropes.

 MS has promised another mystery in this area the 
summer of 2017.

Feb-
May 30

Life 
Science

**Ask for shoe boxes to construct habitats later in the 
unit.

I can Use observations to 
describe patterns of what 
plants and animals 
(inclluding humans) need to 

Animals, 
Plants and 
Habitats 
comapring 
to Human 
needs

#1 Question: What does the word habitat mean?  
After discussion play Youtube song: The Habitat 
Song by Gary Eisenburg

I can construct an argument 
supported by evidence for 
how plants and animals 
(including humans) can 
change the environment to 
meed needs.

habitat, woods, 
pond, desert, 
construct, observe, 
life, describe, 
survive, plants, 
animals, humans, 
express, opinion, 
compare, more 
less, difference, 

K-LS1-1  K-
ESS2-2  K-
ESS3-1  K-
ESS3-3

The finished product 
of the the childrens 
habitats and 
comparing; writings in 
Observation journals, 
letter to Lorax and 
classroom 
dscussions.

Woods, 
Pond and 
Desert are 
used but 
other 
habitats 
could be 
used 

#2 MS Mystery #1 Video Why Do Woodpeckers peck 
wood?  A look at the woods.  Activity: Eat like a 
woodpecker. This is all MS.

I can use a model to 
represent the relationship 
between the needs of 
different plants or animals 
(including humans) and the 
places they live.

MS will be 
expanding 
this unit in 
the 
Summer of 
2017

#3 MS book foiund on Epic: What are woodpeckers? 
Question: Who needs food? Why is food important?

I can communicate 
solutions that will reduce 
the impact on the land, air, 
and/or other living things in 
the environment.

#4 Question: Do all animals eat the same type of 
food?  After discussion; MS short videos about what 
caterpillars, cows, toads and giant pandas eat.



#5 MS What is a raccoon? (video)  MS Draw an 
animal having lunch.
#6 MS Mystery 2 Survival Needs  MS video How can 
you find an animal in the woods?
#7 MS activitiy: Gopher in a hole  MS short videos: 
animals living in holes.
#8 MS Book on Epic: A Home for Pearl Squirrel  MS 
Draw an animal living in holes.
#9 MS Book on Epic: Where is Baby Bear?  Discuss 
survival needs of bears.

#10 Video: Life at the Pond's Edge by 
Illinoisnature.org  Discussion: Name animals that live 
at the ponds edge.  Have any of the children seen 
some before? Where?  Do all the pond animals eat 
the same thing?  Do they all live in the same type of 
home? How are they different than the animals that 
live in the woods?  Chart these discussions as they 
take place.

#11 Easy Reader: I Like Ponds from 
1plus1plus1equals1.net

#12 Animals in the Desert Youtube Video Life in the 
Dessert by the Kids Pool (29 minutes)

#13 Compare the needs of the animals in the desert, 
pond, and woods by charting with the class 
discussion.

#14 Have children decide on an animal and habitat 
that they would like to construct. 
#15 Allow children to choose an animal and habitat 
to view during lab time.  KidsGeo has many but 
teachers will have to research this before children 
view. Have childre view as time permits as others do 
usual lab activites.

#16-20 Teacher conferences with children facts 
about the habitat they chose. Children will begin 
working on it during science time until completed.



#21 After completion children will choose 2 and 
discuss how they are the same and how they are 
different. Perhaps this could be done in a writing 
activity.
#22 Begin Plant Unit  Discuss what plants need 
regardless of thier habitat. Chart

#23 Youtube video: Adaption in Plants by 
Makemgenius. Discuss and chart what they learned.

#24 Worksheet on parts of a plant.  What is the 
function of each part?

Lessons 25-29 What do plants need?  Experiemnt: 
Place 3 beans seeds in zilplock bag taped to 
window: 1 seed in baggie with a moist cotton ball; 1 
in dirt; 1 without anything. Begin Plant Journals 
asking what they predict will happen in each bag?  
Make observations over the next week.  Conclusion: 
What do plants NEED that is different from humans?
Lessons 25-29 What do plants need?  Experiemnt: 
Place 3 beans seeds in zilplock bag taped to 
window: 1 seed in baggie with a moist cotton ball; 1 
in dirt; 1 without anything. Begin Plant Journals 
asking what they predict will happen in each bag?  
Make observations over the next week.  Conclusion: 
What do plants NEED that is different from humans?
#30 Show video: The Lorax  Discuss and chart how 
we can prevent the destruction of earth an all its 
habitats. Compose a letter to the Lorax promising 
solutions.


